
 

 

A Friday........NOT the 13th 

 

    
 
   This was an amazing day!  Every significant emotion has been a companion at 
some point along the many twists and turns, as the hours and minutes rolled by.  
Quiet Efficiency, Deep Sorrow, & Weary-Heartedness, Introspection, Longing,  
Aloneness, Excitement, Joy, Satisfaction, Inspiration, Peace-ability, Connected-
ness..........with each of these emotions was an experience or an awareness and a 
learning. 
   Quiet Efficiency was the companion as necessary duties were performed at the 
office, interspersed with Gentle Humour and the pleasure of being kind and caring 
to those who wafted in and out of that space.  The reward?  A positive feeling of 
accomplishment because the morning went well. 
   Deep Sorrow with Weary-Heartedness knocked at the door and was allowed 
in...... taking over for a short period during which time Rest also arrived, and she 
kindly and sweetly dissipated those toxic gremlins of Worry and Helplessness.  
They had been seeping in through the walls, quite unobtrusively, as Difficulties 
and Challenges arose during the course of the week.  Once Rest had performed 
her mission, the healing balm to vaporise Deep Sorrow was uncorked and wafted 
gently and carefully into every nook and cranny;  touching, healing, calming the 
aura-space.  Gradually, Energy returned, sufficient to enable moving forward.   
   On leaving the office, Enormous Desire came by enticingly giving an invitation 
to visit the ocean.  Resisting was impossible, so this was the next port of call.  On 
the way, at every little stop, new companions hopped into the car.  By the time the 
Corner Beach was reached there were three of them:  Introspection, Longing and 
Aloneness.  Introspection is always an entertaining visitor.  She teaches so much 
as she brings important thoughts and feelings into the entrance-hall of the 
mind.....making it possible to sort through the wheat and the tares of “what-to-do-
and-when-to-do-it-or-whether-to-be-fussed-about-it-or-not”.  Longing and Alone-
ness are regular beach-walking partners......maybe because there are so many 
couples or families that frequent this kind of space and thus there is a heightened 
awareness of being a one-person family, having Air and Sky and Breeze to con-
verse with.  Of course, these conversations need also to be from the Mind, other-
wise Dottiness becomes the label attached by Humankind. But today these three 
friends combined their whit and charm giving gifts of Understanding, Assurance 
and Contemplation and a sweet, gently flowing river of Calming Peace, which 
wrapped itself around and through every cell of the body and felt like melted 
Strawberries and Chocolate Creamed Together.   So good.................... 
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   Next up was a trip to the store to buy more Fruit and look for a birthday gift for 
the youngest of many grandchildren.  Something different that he hopefully didn't 
already have, fits Budget, and would be a fun treat too.  This was a rather tall or-
der because, for the most part, my lovely grandchildren are in the blessed posi-
tion of already having all that their little heart’s desire and so buying gifts can be a 
rather tortuous pleasure. However, Just-The-Thing practically jumped off the shelf 
and managed to land squarely in the basket, getting the delighted Attention it was 
seeking.  Relief and Excitement entered in at once and the conversation was like a 
prettily babbling brook.  So much of Happy they brought that it was hard to not 
dance a jig.  Time to head “home” to Judy's. 
   Oh!  I forgot!  Before the store, a quick detour was made to Myrtle's – which is 
“Home-Home”, to collect some things needed for making supper, and for tomor-
row.  So strange it was to be there.  The last time was almost a week ago and it felt 
so much like “Uhm............Hello???”  Hopefully when these house-sitting stints 
are done, it will be easy to slip back into place gain and feel comfortable.  Maybe a 
little gift for Garden Suite would help both parties to get connected 
again...........mmmmmmmm...............new floor mats is the thought that comes to 
Mind..................they are needed and could fit Budget too.  She has to have some 
reward for patiently waiting, all alone each night, and then still being expected to 
be Welcoming and Hospitable at the drop of a hat! 
   Back to Judy's.........It was an evening with Complete Freedom and Creativity.  
For the first time in a long while there was experimentation with preparing food, 
writing and the pleasure of watching a favourite TV show............. everything all in-
terspersed and mixed around in a bowl of Excitement, Joy, Inspiration and Satis-
faction.  Each of these characters playfully donned their best bib and tucker, took 
to the dance floor and whirled the night away...........lost in the pleasure and time-
lessness of the energy generated through Moon-Bowl – a multi-coloured glass 
bowl that captured every ounce of memory bubble light as it floated into the space 
where complete One-ness-with-Being shared the gifts of Peace-ability and        
Connectedess to all creatures that were ready to receive them.  It was a magical 
and captivating time.    
   The “in-a-nutshell” message of this enlightening day was the understanding that 
clearly dawned in this Being  :  Always make space and time for experiencing 
each moment in its fullness and also feed the centre of the soul through creative 
pursuits.   
   Just like Candy Floss, it is a breathless, ethereal and delicious magnet for all 
things good and beautiful........ 
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